ACC.18 ANCILLARY EDUCATIONAL EVENTS

Will your educational event offer CME/CNE/CE?

- NO

Are you a university/non-profit?

- NO

Are you able to fund this session without commercial support?

- NO

- YES

Complete the INDEPENDENT CERTIFIED SESSIONS APPLICATION

- YES

Consider unrestricted educational grants in support of CLINICAL FOCUS SESSIONS (email jsalas@acc.org for more info)

Are you a university/non-profit and/or an ACC.18 exhibitor?

- NO

Will the event be held in the Expo or in an Orlando, FL venue?

- NO

Will the event take place during “prime time” hours?

- NO

Complete the PRIME TIME EVENTS APPLICATION

- YES

Consider holding a PRIME TIME EVENT

- OR

Consider one of our Learning Destinations:

- INDUSTRY-EXPERT THEATER
- INNOVATION STAGE
- INTERACTIVE LEARNING LABS

Consider holding an ANCILLARY EVENT

- OR

Become an ACC.18 EXHIBITOR

Submit an ANCILLARY EVENTS APPLICATION